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Stanford Drops Tiger Woods
STANFORD,CA - Stanford has announced that effective immediately, it will drop Tiger Woods from
all of its advertisements.
In light of the car crash and the allegations it has
brought about, Stanford has joined the ranks of Gillette, Accenture and Gatorade in dropping Woods.
He will no longer be featured in publications designed to lure ambitious high school students to apply or in newsletters designed to suck money from
alumni.  
Additionally, John Hennessy, president of the
University, requested that Woods no longer wear
any Stanford apparel.
For years, Stanford has bummed free advertising off the golf superstar, but in a statement made
yesterday afternoon, President Hennessy explained,
“We feel that Mr. Woods no longer portrays Stanford in a positive light. Plus, it’s not like he even
graduated.”

Stanford will continue to force Sigourney Weaver,
the star of Avatar, to wear Stanford apparel. (Jeremy
Lai)

Happy 2008 from all of us at the Stanford Flipside!

Opinion: Tiger Woods Gives Us a Bad Name

By Tony the Tiger

Over the past several decades,
I, along with my tiger brethren,
have worked hard to give tigers
a good name. For years we were
frowned upon, viewed as carnivorous beasts, monsters who will
stop at nothing for a morsel of
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food.
Just look at how we were depicted: In The Jungle Book, brave
little human Mowgli just wanted
to be a mancub, and who wanted
to eat him? Shere Khan, the evil
Tiger.
When Dorothy was walking
through the forest, what was it she
was afraid of? Tigers. We were
even grouped with lions—don’t
even get me started on lions, they
get Aslan, Simba, and Leo down
at MGM, and what do we get?
We get Disney referring to a tiger
by the meanest, most discriminatory term for our kind, we get a
*igger.
You’d think they’d have
learned from “The Song of the
South,” but no. We get a character
whose very name is the t-word,
one who embodies the worst,
most obnoxious traits of tigers.

The point is, I have had to work
hard to change our reputation. I
even changed my diet. I changed
from a healthy diet of meat to
f***ing corn flakes! I changed my
growl from a strong and fearsome
battle cry to a catchy and lovable
slogan. I essentially emasculated
the public perception of the tiger.
It was working too. When people
thought of tigers, they thought of
me, or the adorable Calvin and
Hobbes. But a few years ago, all
of that changed.
In full disclosure, I thought all
of our troubles were over when
Woods entered the scene. A Tiger
who golfed!
I knew things were going to
shape up. And they did. As
Woods rose up in the world of
golf, we enjoyed more popularity
than ever before.
And when he was inducted into
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the hall of fame, we were certain
our reign wasn’t going to end any
time soon.
We were wrong. Just days after
Woods launched us to a new level
of fame, he ruined it. Tigers were
no longer celebrities, idols or
role models—no, we were beasts
again. Crashing cars, cheating on
our wives, leaving incriminating
voicemails on the Internet!
Despicable. Now, we are left
in the uncomfortable position of
forcing Woods to leave us once
and for all. He may be a Tiger,
and he may have propelled us to
a world of popularity, but his actions are inexcusable, especially
in a culture of tiger-discrimination. Accordingly, we have no
choice but to cast him away. Tiger
Woods is no tiger of mine. He
does not represent us, and he is a
disgrace to tigers everywhere.

85% of American Teens Fail To Locate
Room on a Map of Their House

THE FLIPSIDE PUZZLE CHALLENGE: solve the rebus puzzle, jumble, and cryptogram and email your answers to flipside@stanford.edu. The FIRST person to send in their answer this week will win a sweet Flipside shot glass!
Last Weeks Winners: Puzzle Challenge: Tina Zheng
QUOTE “He always told me there were only 8 of us.” - betrayed tiger woods mistress

REBUS PUZZLES

NUMBERS

Can you guess the common word
or phrase portrayed below?

10

Well its the end of a year, so it’s time to make top ten lists. Here’s
our list of the Top 10 Top 10 Lists of 2009, with #1 entries indicated
10.Top 10 Google Results (Michael Jackson)
9.Top 10 Scandals (Balloon Boy)
8. Top 10 Strange Bowl Game Names (Papajohns.com Bowl)
7.Top 10 Months of the Year (February)
6.Top 10 Spices Beginning with the Letter “R” (Arrrrregano, the
pirate’s spice)
5. Top 10 Sources of Poor Economic Advice (Astrology)
4.Top 10 Tiger Woods Mistresses (Capitalism)
3.Top 10 Digits (4)
2.Top 10 Kanye Interruption Mashups (Mr. Kanye Goes To
Washington)
1.Top 10 Top 10 Lists (Top 10 Top 10 Lists)

last weeks answers: MIRROR IMAGE, GO OFF ON A TANGENT, IT’S ON
THE HOUSE, IDENTITY THEFT

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to
decode the message or quote below. HINT N=E

ARBS CUAJN MUA FCCNOIC CUN FZJTPK MQBB FLUQNWN CUN QOIAJJQZBN. Q
CUQRV QC’J QR OS ZFJNONRC... BNC ON XA TIJCFQPJ FRK LUNLV. - O. L. NJLUNP
LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: SWITZERLAND IS A PLACE WHERE THEY DON’T LIKE TO FIGHT, SO THEY GET PEOPLE TO DO THEIR FIGHTING FOR
THEM WHILE THEY SKI AND EAT CHOCOLATE. - LARRY DAVID
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Unscramble these four ordinary
jumbles, and use the letters in
circles to answer the final question.

TOUND

8
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JUMBLE
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HOW THE CANDY
CONNOISSEUR LIKED
HIS ALTOIDS
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SUDOKU PROVIDED
BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET
www.sudoku-puzzles.net
Note: All names and stories are fictional, unless public figures are being satirized.
Remember, these are all jokes. To contact us, email flipside@stanford.edu. For more
information and more content, visit stanfordflipside.com.
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LAST WEEKS ANSWERS: WHEAT, WOMAN, ELVISH, SHAVED the
nerdy astrologer’s question WHAT’S YOUR SINE
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